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Abstract 
D3.6 presents the specific actions and B2B training materials developed by SIG to support and ensure a better 
connection between best practice owners, best practice adopters, collaborative partners, investors and 
European/national/regional funds. As training materials, different ppt presentations have been elaborated: (1) 
to prepare best practice owners & adopters to make the most of B2B events, liaising most professionally with 
potential investors and business creators (incubators, consultants, etc.), (2) to provide stakeholders looking 
for financing opportunities with valuable information on how to become investor-ready, and (3) to present 
the general methodology, main steps and existing tools to develop and implement a collaborative project from 
a new idea/concept. 

Based on the available training materials, the ROSEWOOD4.0 Hubs implemented a tailor-made B2B training 
(in-person or hybrid training) for stakeholders involved in the forestry and wood mobilisation sector. Training 
materials can be found on the project website as ppt presentations and recordings. The recordings are also 
available on the ROSEWOOD4.0 YouTube channel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deviations 
Although the organisation of one B2B training per Hub was foreseen, CWE Hub could not hold its 
corresponding one. The main reason was the extra effort and time that this Hub put into the preparation and 
organisation of a non-foreseen Study visit in Austria (17-18.05.2022). With the improvement of the pandemic 
situation, in agreement with the coordinator (SIG), HCS (CWE Hub manager) decided to prioritise the 
celebration of this two-day in-person Study visit, especially relevant for members, experts and stakeholders 
from the SEE Hub, who had the possibility of visiting a successful Biomass Trade Center (identified BP&I). Based 
on the initiative selected (Biomass Trade Center) by the SEE Hub during the Business Idea Creation Workshops 
(T2.2 „Creation of regional operational groups for best practice implementation and new ideas creation“), 
CEKOM (SEE Hub manager), CluBe and GIS, official members of this Hub, together with national experts and 
interested stakeholders, are currently preparing a proposal for the implementation of this type of Biomass 
Center in Croatia, Greece and Slovenia. With this Study visit, they had the opportunity of getting very valuable 
first-hand information from the people in charge.  

The CWE Hub made sure that its practitioners and stakeholders related to the forestry sector and wood 
mobilisation value chain were aware of the available B2B material developed by the project (and described in 
this deliverable). This includes two dedicated ppt presentations and two recordings; one for an internal B2B 
training “Access to Finance” held by SIG (in English) and one B2B training implemented by the SWE Hub (in 
Spanish).  
In total five B2B trainings have been implemented by the NE, CEE, SEE and SWE Hubs. As indicated in this 
report, the NE Hub was able to organise two different B2B trainings, one in Norway and a second one in 
Finland. 

  

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
https://rosewood-network.eu/resources/training/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCRHt1OUuVs&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDOWpj0ijNJfOe6RW7rbpQ8
https://rosewood-network.eu/resources/training/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCRHt1OUuVs&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDOWpj0ijNJfOe6RW7rbpQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCRHt1OUuVs&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDOWpj0ijNJfOe6RW7rbpQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRwJso9sFqQ
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1. Purpose 

Within T3.3 “Access to financing and economic development”, Steinbeis Innovation gGmbH (SIG, 
ROSEWOOD4.0 coordinator) designed specific actions and B2B training materials to support and ensure a 
better connection between best practice owners, best practice adopters, collaborative partners, investors and 
European/national/regional funds. Based on this starting point, SIG has elaborated two ppt presentations: 

(1) B2B Training Access to Finance: 

- to prepare best practice owners & adopters to pitch their project to make the most of B2B events, liaising 
most professionally with potential investors and business creators 

- to provide stakeholders looking for financing opportunities with valuable information on how to become 
investor-ready 

(2) How to develop a collaborative project: 

- to present the general methodology, main steps and existing tools to develop and implement a collaborative 
project from a new idea/concept 

With these training materials, ROSEWOOD4.0 wanted to coach best practice owners & adopters to successfully 
pitch their project, when participating to sector organised B2Bs with potential investors and business creators 
(incubators, consultants, business angels, etc.), increasing interest in their project with a concise, well-
formulated presentation, covering all aspects relevant for deciding on a potential investment in the project. 
Additionally, stakeholders involved in the forestry and wood mobilisation sector looking for financing 
opportunities got valuable information and inputs, among others, on the key factors for financial decisions, 
the different sources of finance available for innovative companies and the main steps to investor readiness. 
Furthermore, stakeholders with a new concept or idea were informed regarding the main steps to be followed 
and the best tools to create a consortium and develop a collaborative project efficiently. 

Based on the developed training materials, a first (online) B2B training was organised by SIG. Detailed 
information related to this training is shown in the following section. After that, each of the Hub managers 
implemented a tailor-made B2B training (in-person or hybrid training) for stakeholders involved in the forestry 
and wood mobilisation sector, targeting one of the topics presented above. The training topic was chosen by 
each of the Hub. The agenda and the material for each of these trainings were adapted to the context of the 
corresponding country/countries and the selected profile of the participants. In many of these B2B trainings, 
an overview of current European/national/regional funding opportunities (e.g. new Horizon Europe calls 
related to the Forest sector) was also presented to the audience in dedicated sessions. 

The report of the five held B2B trainings can be found in section 3 of this document.  

The training materials are submitted as annexes of this D3.6. Additionally, they can be found on the project 
website as ppt presentations and recordings. The recordings are also available on the ROSEWOOD4.0 YouTube 
channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
https://rosewood-network.eu/resources/training/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCRHt1OUuVs&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDOWpj0ijNJfOe6RW7rbpQ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCRHt1OUuVs&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDOWpj0ijNJfOe6RW7rbpQ8
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2. B2B Training Organised by SIG 

On the 27th of October 2021, SIG held an online B2B Training on Access to Finance. Figure 1 shows the 
invitation distributed via the project website and ROSEWOOD4.0 social media (LinkedIn & Twitter). In total, 19 
participants attended the training, mainly from the ROSEWOOD4.0 consortium, as the idea of this event was 
to train-the-trainers. In that way, this event was a training for the Hub managers, supporting them with the 
future implementation of their own B2B trainings.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

Figure 1. Invitation for the B2B Training Access to Finance 
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In this two-hour training, after a brief overview of the project and its main results for the external participants 
presented by Francisco Javier Casado (SIG, ROSEWOOD4.0 Project Manager), Samantha Michaux (SIG Senior 
Project Manager), based on the corresponding ppt presentation (B2B Training Access to Finance), developed 
and explained in detail each of the following topics:  

• Key factors for investment decisions 

• Typical Venture Lifecycle 

• Sources of finance 

• Type of financing per development stage 

• Questions to help steer the investment decision 

• Framework for decision analysis 

• The five steps to investor readiness 

• Typical Don’ts to avoid in your Pitch deck 

• Key slides of a Pitch deck 

• Do’s and Don’ts when dealing with investors 

Poll questions were used to ensure interaction and engagement with the attendees and check their 
understanding of the explained topics. 

The recording of the session is available on the project website and its YouTube channel. Up to the submission 
of this deliverable, the recording has more than 150 viewers. Some impressions of the online training can be 
seen below. 
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3. B2B Trainings Implemented at Hub level 

As it was already explained, based on the training materials developed by SIG, several B2B trainings have been 
held at the Hub level. The agenda of each of the B2B trainings was adapted by the corresponding Hub manager 
taking into account the context and the particularities of the country or countries involved, and the profile of 
the participants.  

Below it can be found the general information of the five organised B2B trainings: 

Hub Date Title Event 
Language 

Type of Training Number of 
Participants 

Southern-
East Hub 

04.03.2022 South-East 
Europe Hub 

B2B Training on 
how to develop 
a collaborative 

project 

English  Hybrid: 

In-person (Croatian 
Forestry Society, 

Zagreb, Croatia) & 
virtual 

 

28 (21 externals 
and 7 participants 

from CEKOM, SFI & 
CluBe) 

Southern-
West Hub 

01.04.2022 Access to 
Finance and 

Economic 
Development 

Spanish Hybrid: 

In person (CESEFOR, 
Soria, Spain) & virtual 

37 (29 externals 
and 8 participants 

from CESEFOR) 

Northern 
Hub 

05.04.2022 B2B Access to 
Finance 

Norwegian In-person (Inland 
Norway University of 

Applied Science, 
Evenstad, Norway)  

16 (14 externals 
and 2 participants 

from TT) 

Northern 
Hub 

11.05.2022 B2B How to 
develop a 

collaborative 
project 

Finnish In-person (Lapland 
University of Applied 
Sciences, Rovaniemi, 

Finland) 

16 (11 externals 
and 5 participants 

from LUAS) 

Central 
East Hub 

10.06.2022 B2B How to 
develop a 

collaborative 
project 

English Hybrid: 

In-person (Łukasiewicz 
Research Network – 
Poznań Institute of 

Technology, Poznań,  
Poland) & virtual 

23 (15 externals 
and 8 participants 
from ITD, FORZA 

and KO-FA) 

 

For Data Protection reasons, the lists of participants of the five B2B trainings have not been included in this 
report, but SIG (ROSEWOOD4.0 coordinator) can make them available for the Commission Services upon 
request.   
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SEE Hub: South-East Europe Hub B2B Training on how to develop a 
collaborative project 

On the 4th of March 2022, CEKOM (SEE Hub Manager) in collaboration with SFI and CluBe (SEE Hub members) 
organised a B2B training on how to develop a collaborative project as a hybrid event. Figure 2 shows the B2B 
training agenda.  

 

 

Figure 2. SEE Hub B2B Training Agenda   

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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The physical part of the training took place on the premises of the Croatian Forestry Society (Trg Mažuranića 
11, Zagreb, Croatia). As the event language was English, the training was also virtually attended by stakeholders 
from Slovenia and Greece. In total, the number of participants was 28, including different types of stakeholders 
related to the forestry and wood industry value chain, such as private forest owners, companies, clusters, 
associations, cooperatives, but also national chambers (e.g. Croatian Chamber of forestry and wood 
technology engineers) and agencies (e.g. Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes Croatia).  

At the beginning of SEE Hubs’ B2B training, all participants had the opportunity to shortly present themselves, 
their institutions and their interest to participate in the event. This introduction section was followed by a 
general project presentation, where an overview of ROSEWOOD4.0 and its main results were presented, with 
a special emphasis on the Knowledge Platform, all available MOOC materials, the six developed Roadmaps, as 
well as all produced videos based on selected Best Practices and Innovations (BP&I).    

Danijela Šarić Bartolović (CEKOM, SEE Hub Manager) moderated the B2B training. The main aim of the training 
was to support forestry and bioeconomy stakeholders through the provision of key useful information and 
tools for the successful development of collaborative projects.  

In the second part of the training, many participants exchanged their own experiences and opinions on key 
components for the effective preparation and implementation of a successful collaborative project. Most of 
the participants agreed on the essential importance of very good communication between the projects’ 
partners and their active involvement and engagement. Horizon Europe programme and its innovation actions 
were considered the most favourable option for the preparation of collaboration projects since they allow the 
inclusion of multi-sector stakeholders as project partners (e.g. companies, research institutions, policy level, 
etc.). The opportunity for knowledge transfer in this type of project was considered remarkable, especially the 
knowledge extension for participants with no previous experience with collaborative projects. It was also 
positively highlighted the collaboration with partners from different countries, with different mentalities and 
perspectives, experiences and levels of knowledge, being considered a great asset for the whole of Europe.    

By the end of the training, the representatives of the Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes, which is the 
National Agency responsible for the implementation of the following EU Programmes and initiatives in Croatia, 
expressed great satisfaction with the implementation and results of ROSEWOOD4.0, but also with the B2B 
training. 

A couple of impressions from the SEE Hub B2B training are shown below. 

 

 

 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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https://rosewood-network.eu/resources/roadmaps/
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SWE Hub: Access to Finance and Economic Development 

CESEFOR (SWE Hub Manager), with the support of the Institute of Business Competitiveness (Government of 
Castilla y León, Spain), organised a B2B training “Access to Finance and Economic Development“ with a hybrid 
format on the 1st of April, 2022. The face-to-face part of this event took place on the premises of the CESEFOR 
Foundation (Soria, Spain). In total, 29 external participants (not linked to the project), followed the event. Even 
though the training was carried out in Spanish, Figure 3 presents the agenda translated into English. 

The objectives of this B2B training were (1) to present the five necessary steps to investor readiness to pitch 
effectively in front of potential investors, and (2) to explore the best methods to obtain investment and 
financing for companies in the forestry sector, also in the rural environment and in general to any businessman 
or entrepreneur interested in developing new business ideas, through experts in financing and fundraising 
from the European level to the local one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              

 

 

Figure 3. SWE Hub B2B Training Agenda translated into English   
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During the training, the most interesting calls related to the forestry and wood mobilisation sector were 
presented to the audience, both at the national and international level, to explain the best way for companies 
and other stakeholders to find available funding for the development of their ideas through collaborative 
projects.  

Based on the questions and discussion with the participants, a very common problem is underestimating the 
time needed to prepare and present a proposal. Elena Martín (Institute of Business Competitiveness) 
recommended starting with the preparation of the proposal as soon as the idea/concept of the project is clear.  
The company or institution should start to find the most suitable call for its idea and needs. Regional calls are 
very different from the international ones, where you need a European consortium but in the end, in both 
cases, the successful proposals are the ones prepared long in advance, having time enough to develop and 
write the proposal and to identify the right additional partners. In most cases, the regional calls are always 
open, with several deadlines every year, so there are many chances to achieve it. Nevertheless, the level of 
competition is too high and proposals must be very complete to be successfully evaluated and funded. Also, 
requisites may change for each partner in the same proposal; all details of the call must be carefully revised 
because a small mistake might make you lose the chance to be funded.  

Paperwork and specific requirements might be difficult to deal with for smaller companies and also for the big 
ones not familiar with regional and European calls for funding. In her presentation, Raquel Puntero (CESEFOR) 
recommended counting on specialised companies or agencies, especially for those companies with no 
previous experience. In the case of large companies, it is always interesting having someone from the 
administration team to be specialised in funding and submitting proposals to ensure and facilitate the whole 
process. 

The recording of the session is available on the project website and its YouTube channel. An impression of the 
face-to-face part of the training can be found below. 

 

 

 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
https://rosewood-network.eu/b2b-training-session-investment-funding-spain/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRwJso9sFqQ&list=PL44kJiF9GvJDGeLb6TwBR7BNFbxYq_xsX&index=5
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NE Hub: B2B Access to Finance 

In the frame of this task, NE Hub implemented two different B2B trainings, one in Norway (organised by 
TRETORGET, TT, NE Hub member) and the second one in Finland (organised by LUAS, NE Hub Manager). 

On the 5th of April 2022, TRETORGET (TT, NE Hub Member) held a face-to-face B2B Training “Access to Finance” 
at the Inland Norway University of Applied Science (Evenstad, Norway). The event, with 14 external 
participants (including stakeholders related to the forestry sector and also forestry students), was carried out 
in Norwegian. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the B2B training invitation and the program, respectively.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. B2B Training invitation (in Norwegian) 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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Figure 4. B2B Training “Access to Finance” program (in Norwegian) 

 

Initially, Ståle Nordgaard (TT) introduced the ROSEWOOD4.0 project to the audience, presenting the project 
website, the Knowledge Platform and the YouTube channel. The first part of the replication was led by Ståle 
Nordgaard, lecturing on the theoretical aspect of access to finance. The material used was an adaptation and 
translation of the ppt presentation provided by the project coordinator, on the topic “Access to Finance” 
(developed by Samantha Michaux, SIG). To bring theory to a practical level, as a best practice, Ole A. Bakmann 
(INNO-UT AS) shared with the attendees how his company was founded, as well his thoughts on the future of 
the company. He highlighted that there are several ways and possibilities to finance at an early stage in 
Norway, being probably this country one of the safest and more favourable countries in the world for a start-
up company.  

In the last part of the training, Nicolaj Højer Nielsen (Biostrat), investor, business angel and the author of the 
book “Startup Funding”, presented different cases and discussed the possibilities for funding at different levels 
in the venture cycle, giving examples and challenging the audience to reflect on the presented options. Nielsen 
Underlined the importance of developing a prototype to be shown to potential investors as well. He also 
pointed out the importance of having a well-functioning and engaged team, showing the potential investors 
the real capability of the start-up as a selling point. 

 

 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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NE Hub: B2B How to develop a collaborative project 

On the 11th of March 2022, LUAS (NE Hub Manager) held a second B2B training on behalf of the NE Hub. This 
face-to-face B2B Training “How to develop a collaborative project” took place at the Lapland University of 
Applied Sciences (Rovaniemi, Finland), and it was organised by the ROSEWOOD4.0 project in collaboration 
with the Finish project KATOS. KATOS is a three-year (2020-2022) project implemented by LUAS and the 
University of Lapland. The development goal of the KATOS project is to increase the competitiveness and 
vitality of Lapland and its companies and other actors, especially in the areas of growth and structural change. 
Achieving this goal requires the development and utilisation of international research, development and 
innovation (RDI) expertise in cooperation between universities, research institutes and other actors in the 
region. 

The joint ROSEWOOD4.0-KATOS training, with 11 external participants from different forestry related 
organisations in Finland, was carried out in Finish. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the B2B training invitation and 
the agenda, respectively. 

 

Figure 5. B2B Training invitation (in Finish) 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
https://blogi.eoppimispalvelut.fi/kvprojektiosaaminen/in-english/
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Figure 6. B2B Training “How to develop a collaborative project” agenda (in Finish) 

 

The training started with an introduction section, followed by a general project presentation of the 
ROSEWOOD4.0 project (see picture below). Project manager Merja Laajanen, Lapland UAS, moderated the 
B2B training: How to develop a collaborative project, based on the material prepared by SIG on the frame of 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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the ROSEWOOD4.0 project. The event aimed to share relevant information, tips and experiences on the 
planification and implementation of international collaborative projects. The following topics were covered: 

• Brief introduction of the financial instrument 

• Consortium building and the importance of networking 

• Experience with the financial instrument and project design/implementation (positive and negative)  

 

 

 

During the B2B training, relevant information regarding new coming funding programmes was also shared 
with the participants during a dedicated session (”New EU programming period”) carried out by Riitta Alajärvi-
Kauppi (RDI Service Manager, Lapland University of Applied Sciences), including Interreg Aurora, Interreg 
Europe, LIFE, Horizon Europe, Erasmus and NPA. Especially Horizon Europe (Cluster 5 and 6) were discussed 
in more detail during this presentation, as those two clusters include calls related to biodiversity, circular 
economy, green rural and other topics very relevant for the participants of this training, forestry related 
organisations.  Additionally, the event highlighted the importance of networking too. Figure 7 shows a 
graphical representation of this issue. 

Lots of very interesting discussions took place during the B2B training. Participants were quite active during 
the whole event, showing their interest in this kind of event that can be useful for stakeholders with project 
ideas but no previous experience on how to build a consortium and prepare a collaborative project. A general 
conclusion, based on the general discussion, was that the success of a collaborative project is mainly due to 
the skill, involvement, complementarity and motivation of each team member. 

http://www.rosewood-network.eu/
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of networking presented during the B2B training  

 

In the final part of the event, a panel session was moderated by Eija Raasakka (KATOS project), who asked 
questions and gave the floor to each of the four panelists (see picture below): 

- Paula Mikkola, NPA's national contact person, The Regional Council of Lapland 
- Pertti Itkonen, Nature Conservation Manager, Metsähallitus 
- Tytti Ahoranta, Project Manager, Digipolis – Kemi Technology Park 
- Ville Rauhala, Development Manager, Lapland University of Applied Sciences 
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In this session, each of the four panelists was asked to comment on all the following questions/topics: 

• Creating international partnerships: how are international partnerships built in your organisation? 

• What is a strong search consortium like? How do involve stakeholders? 

• What is the significance and benefit of international project work? 

• The participants shared their experience with different funding instruments and experience of 
implementations.  

The audience discussed how companies can be meaningfully involved in projects. In general, different forestry 
projects may be difficult to realise for entrepreneurs if there are no specific benefits for them. On the IT side 
and the industry side, the role of companies is probably significant and benefits are more evident.  

The new financing models were very interesting for the audience. Among others, the Horizon 2020 “Innovation 
in SMEs” (INNOSUP) programme was indicated as a useful funding tool directly targeted at SMEs. As a good 
example of the H2020 INNOSUP project, DigiCirc was discussed. Within this H2020 project, 75% of its budget 
will be channeled directly to support SMEs.  

Regarding the establishment of international partnerships, the panelists agreed that is a very long process. 
You need to get involved, follow the megatrends, learn, make an impact and identify the potential of your 
area.  
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CEE Hub: B2B How to develop a collaborative project 

On the 10th of June 2022, ITD in collaboration with FORZA (CEE Hub manager), KOFA and NFC (CEE Hub 
members) organised a B2B training on how to develop a collaborative project as a hybrid event. Figure 8 and 
Figure 9 show the B2B training agenda and the official invitation, respectively. The aim of this training was to 
support the creation of new collaborative projects in forestry-wood sector digitalisation through knowledge 
transfer and match-making activities. 

 

Figure 8. B2B Training “How to develop a collaborative project” agenda 
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Figure 9. B2B Training invitation 
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The physical part of the training took place on the premises of the Łukasiewicz Research Network – Poznań 
Institute of Technology (Poznań, Poland). As the first part of the event was carried out in English, the training 
was also virtually attended by stakeholders from Ukraine and Romania. In total, the number of participants 
was 23 (13 in person and 10 online), including different types of stakeholders related to the forestry and wood 
industry value chain, such as private forest owners, business representatives, research institutions, NGOs and 
a national chamber (Polish Economic Chamber of Wood Industry).  

In the first part of the training, after a short presentation of the project and its results (e.g. Knowledge 
platform, Roadmaps, etc.), the training topic on how to develop collaborative projects was covered. For this 
purpose, the material developed by the ROSEWOOD4.0 Coordinator was used. Furthermore, open and 
incoming calls for projects related to the forest sector and wood mobilisation value chain were presented, 
including Horizon Europe calls (Cluster 4 & 6 and CBE JU incoming call), Interreg regional calls, Eureka (Danube 
Call and Network Projects), LIFE and as well some national funding opportunities. The potential project topic 
was presented together with short information about funding rules for different types of participants.  

The second part of the training was a workshop (Match-making and ideas’ development) organised in 
cooperation with an Industry Contact Point for Digital Transformation for enhancing R&D cooperation towards 
Horizon Europe and other EU funding schemes. This workshop was held only offline, in Poznań (Poland) and 
in Polish. It started with a short introduction of the business needs and competences of the research 
institutions, which set the context for further discussion. This was followed by the interactive work in (3) 
groups, where participants were discussing possibilities for collaboration based on identified needs and HE 
calls presented in the 1st part of this event. Possible activities, enabling technologies and their applications 
were covered. This part ended with the short presentations summarising the work of each group. Identified 
opportunities included: 

- Strategy building project of Industry 4.0 implementation in CEE countries (possible funding Interreg 
Central Europe); 

- Application of IT solutions in wood processing; 
- Wood traceability solutions in different applications; 
- Using sensors for detecting and preventing forest threats and monitoring the biodiversity in forests. 

Following the workshop, the specified opportunities were described and sent among the participants to decide 
which ones will be further developed into project proposals and what kind of funding would be most suitable 
for the selected ideas. Additional information about forthcoming Horizon Europe calls in Polish was prepared 
for Polish Economic Chamber of Wood Industry. 

A couple of impressions from the CEE Hub B2B training can be found below. 
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4. Annexes 

Annex 1. B2B Training Access to Finance 
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Annex 2. How to develop a collaborative project 
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